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CHAIRMAN ́S MESSAGE

Rodolfo Oliveira Gouveia
Chairman of the Board of Directors

Dear Shareholders,

The year we approach here was, as expected, extremely complex and chal-
lenging but it was, at the same time, a year which allowed the Company to 
reposition itself in the organizational level and its positioning to the market 
and its customers, one of our greatest assets.

If the Customers have always been part of our monitoring with particular 
care, this year has made us realize that they are not only Customers, on the 
contrary, they are our best and biggest partners, therefore we need to provide 
them a service of excellence, since only in this way they accept to reward us 
with the added value we seek.

Despite all the positive indicators that were demonstrated a year ago, our 
Sector in Portugal remained stagnant and highly competitive (could even talk 
in unfair competition, which only came to prove how correct our choice of 
internationalization and the entry into new niche markets was, a bet we will 
maintain, and even strengthen, in the coming year.

Internally we also progressed, providing our Human Resources with new 
behavioral skills, while increasing our levels of leadership and communica-
tion, allowing us to take a commercial action more capable and consistent 
with our position in the market.

Also, during 2015, result of the Group’s policy, we decided to adopt a new 
image and a new name, passing the company’s name to “MRG - Construction, 
S.A.,” according with how we want the market to see us.

We believe that the future, in the short term, will not be easy for us, but also 
it will not be for anyone else, and we are sure that our strength, our will, our 
determination and our willingness will make the difference undisputed be-
tween trying and to be SUCCESSFUL! We also strongly believe we will be able 
to keep the success that has characterized us throughout MRG’s life, as well 
as we will do everything for it.

Still, we are well aware that many things have to change in the near future, 
not only of circumstance, but also in a profound way, in order to meet our 
goals based on a cohesive Group, with well-defined strategies and ability to 
adapt to the vicissitudes that inevitably will arise.

It’s with the UNION of ALL, and a true TEAM surrounding the Company, that 
will always make MRG Construction an Organization agile, strong and respec-
ted by all.

We will never hesitate to change what is necessary, as well as to take all mea-
sures that we find convenient to do not dishonor our past. We will strengthen 
our company positioning which provides global services, both in Portugal 
and in any market where we are or will be.

To achieve these goals, we owe a special recognition to our Partners, Su-
ppliers, Customers and Financial System for all the support they have provi-
ded. A warm gratitude to all.

Last but not least, an acknowledgment message to our Sha-
reholders and to the collective commitment of all those who 
are part of the “MRG Family” and contributed, through their 
commitment, talent and effort for our sustained growth over 
the years, making MRG increasingly cohesive, generating 
opportunities, where entrepreneurship it is part of our DNA, 
and also by making our Social Responsibility program even 
more effective, contributing positively to the social and econo-
mic development of the countries where we are present.
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CORPORATE STRUCTURE

SHAREHOLDERS STRUCTURE

CORPORATE STRUCTURE PERCENTAGE
Portugal
Luz do Mondego, S.A. 0,002%
International
MRG - Construction, S.A.R.L. (France) 99,98%
MRG - Construction, S.A. (Guinée Conakry) 80%
MRG - Construction, S.P.A. (Algérie) 24,50%

Fernando Manuel
Rodrigues Gouveia

Rodolfo Oliveira
Gouveia40%

Fernando Manuel 
Rodrigues Gouveia

Rodolfo Oliveira 
Gouveia

MRG - Construction, S.A.
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1.4
STATUTORY GOVERNING BODIES

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Chairman: Rodolfo Oliveira Gouveia

Member: João Manuel Nunes Salvador

Member: José Eduardo Loureiro da Silva

Non-executive Member: Maurício Teixeira Marques

BOARD OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

Chairman: Licínio de Jesus Pereira

Secretary: Gabriela Silva Martins Almeida

STATUTORY AUDITOR

LCA - Leal, Carreira & Associados, SROC, represented by José Maria de 
Jesus Carreira

ALTERNATE AUDITOR

Fernando Jorge de Sá Pereira
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The year 2015 was marked by a slowdown of the global economy, mainly 
associated to lower dynamism of emerging markets, especially China, whe-
re GDP growth fell from 7,3% to 6,9%. The USA and the Eurozone continued 
its recovery based on domestic demand and benefited from the oil price 
fall, progress in balance sheet adjustments of economic agents, an impro-
vement in financing conditions and greater support of the fiscal policy. In 
the USA, GDP growth remained at 2,4%. In the Eurozone accelerated from 
0,9% to 1,5%.

In fact, the most recent projections of world GDP, released by OECD in No-
vember, point to real growth rates of 2,9% in 2015, 3,3% in 2016 and 3,6% 
in 2017, below the estimates of the European Commission (also November) 
and the IMF (October).

The OECD has lowered projections for 2015 and 2016 (the previous values 
were 3,0% and 3,6%) due to the recent slowdown of the emerging economies 
and world trade, which constitute important uncertainty factors for the 
short and medium term prospects, to which are added, in the long-term, 
fears of a reduction in the potential growth of economies.

Analyzing the main economic blocs, macroeconomic develop-
ments can be summarized as follows:

• At the level of the advanced economies, OECD highlights the solid tra-
jectory growth in the USA (with growth rates around 2,5% in the period 
from 2015 to 2017) driven by households demand and gradual econo-
mic recovery in the Euro area (1,5% in 2015 to 1,8% in 2016 and 1,9% in 
2017), benefiting with a more expansionist monetary policy, a decline in 
oil prices and a less restrictive fiscal policy. Japan’s GDP, which was pe-
nalized in 2015 by the reduced demand in other Asian economies (real 
growth of 0,6%), expected to grow at a faster pace in 2016 (1,0%), but slow 
again in 2017 (to 0,5%) from the expected increase in consumption tax.

• In developing economies, the OECD highlights the slowdown expected 
in China (6,9% in 2015 to 6,5% in 2016 and 6,2% in 2017), in view of the 
rebalancing towards consumption and services. Getting this rebalancing 
by avoiding a sharp slowdown of GDP and financial instability risks repre-
sent the major challenges for Chinese authorities, who made a target of 
6,5% of GDP’s growth in its five-year plan. In other developing countries, 
the odds have increased for vulnerable economies, reflecting the decline 
in commodity prices, tighter credit conditions (situation that will worsen 
with the expected rise in interest rates that guide USA Central Bank (FED) 
and a reduction of potential product, fearing that sudden movements of 
capital output and exchange rate depreciation expose further existing vul-
nerabilities. For example, Russia and Brazil are in recession and will only re-
sume growth in 2017. In an opposite direction, the growth prospects remain 
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robust for India, where are expected to have growth rates in the region of 
7% by 2017, if the structural reforms implementation continues to progress. 

According to OECD estimates, the strongest global economy 
recovery depends on a soft rebalancing in China and a more 
robust investment by advanced economies.

Autumn forecasts by the European Commission also point for some impor-
tant aspects regarding the economy EU28, including the growth to be driven 
by conjuncture factors (extremely low interest rates, low oil prices and euro’s 
depreciation), remaining a frail dynamic behind domestic demand, with a 
less accelerated investment than the lasts recoveries and then in other ad-
vanced economies, persisting in several State Members with considerable 
pressure from business deleveraging due to still significant levels of non-
-performing loans to solve. The slowdown in world trade and the emerging 
economies, the factors already mentioned above, may penalize EU exports in 
the coming quarters. Thus, the European Commission expects growth rates of 
GDP in EU28 1,9% in 2015, 2,0% in 2016 and 2,1% in 2017 (1,5% 1,8% and 1,9% 
in the Eurozone, respectively).

In this context, the Commission suggests that macroecono-
mic policies continue to support the recovery, promoting the 
external demand redirection for domestic, for investment in 
particular, by appropriate fiscal policies in compliance with 
the European rules, combined with a composition of a more 
friendly public finance growth. These macroeconomic poli-
cies should be associated by structural reforms in order to 
increase labor and product market’s efficiency, reinforcing 
potential growth.

2.
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With regard to monetary policy, it should be noted that the ECB announced in 
December a further reduction of the deposit facility rate (of -0,2% To -0,3%), 
as well as an increase and extension of the public sector’s debt securities 
acquisition program (monthly 60 billion to at least the end of March 2017). 
Therefore, the Market interest rates have remained very contained. The yield 
bonds on 10-year rose from 0,54% to 0,63% while the 6-month Euribor fell 
from 0,17% to -0,04%. In the USA, the USA Central Bank (FED) raised on De-
cember 16 and for the first time in 9 years, reference interest in the 25bp, pas-
sing the same to a range of 0,25% to 0,5%. The divergence between the USA 
Central Bank (FED) and the European Central Bank (ECB) led to an apprecia-
tion of the dollar (+ 11,4% against the euro to around EUR / USD = 1,09). Fears 
about China, the falling prices of commodities and the risks of geopolitical 
nature fed high volatility in financial markets. Still, and despite periods of 
sharp declines, the shareholder index of Shanghai Composite rose 9,4% in the 
year 2015. In the USA, Nasdaq rose more than 5% but the Dow Jones and the 
S&P500 fell 2,2% and 0,7%, respectively. At Euro zone and Japan, the main 
rates benefited from the expectation of a new monetary stimulus (+ 9,6% in 
the DAX and + 9,1% in the Nikkei).

Resulting from the previously described, it can be concluded 
that in 2015 the world economy is marked by four large events 
which affected the performance of both governments as the Pri-
vate Sector:

• In the first place, the oil prices fall. In fact, with an excess of the global 
supply in the market, the price of oil (Brent) fell 36% to USD 35,8 / barrel.

• Secondly, the growth of world GDP was insufficient to allay fears of di-
sinflation pressures. It should be noted that Euro zone inflation fell from 
0,4% to 0%.

• Thirdly, the dollar appreciation against major currencies, particularly the 
euro and the yen, and many of the emerging market currencies, specifically 
the commodity exporters countries.

• In fourth place, the unanimous projections of various internatio-
nal organizations (IMF, OECD and European Commission) as the fore-
cast of a better performance for the world economy in 2016. Althou-
gh with a high level of uncertainty, it is expected a less unfavorable 
performance in emerging economies and also the continued recovery of the

more advanced economies, particularly in Japan, the United States and the 
Eurozone. As assumptions, it is assumed that the global financing condi-
tions will remain accommodative and oil prices will increase very gradually, 
in contrast to non-energy goods price developments (including food and 
metal goods), for which is expected to remain stable at the low levels they 
have  reached.
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According to the latest information provided by the Portuguese National Sta-
tistical Institute (INE), in the year 2015 the real growth in GDP increased from 
0,9% to 1,5%, with greater dynamism of domestic demand, benefiting from 
fall in oil prices, low interest rates, a slightly expansionary fiscal policy and a 
recovery in the labor market. The economic activity benefited also from a fa-
vorable export performance to European markets, and internally, a positive 
evolution in the housing market, with an annual price rise of more than 3%.

Indeed, domestic demand showed a more intense positive contribution to 
the annual GDP growth in 2015 from 2,2% in 2014 to 2,5%, reflecting the ac-
celeration of private consumption and increased public consumption. The 
external demand recorded a less negative contribution, standing at -1,0% 
in 2015 (-1,3% in 2014) as a result from the acceleration of Goods and Ser-
vices Exports. In nominal terms, GDP stood at around 179.4 billion in 2015.

The Portuguese National Statistical Institute’s information is in line 
with the macroeconomic forecasts for the Portuguese economy, relea-
sed in December by the Bank of Portugal (BoP). In fact, according to BdP 
it is expected that the GDP grow 1,5% in 2015, 1,7% in 2016 and 1,8% in 
2017 in real terms, which sets dynamism of the next activity designed by 
the ECB to Euro zone. However, these values mean a downward revision 
face to previous predictions of the BoP (1,7%, 1,9% and 2,0%, respec-
tively), reflecting especially the deteriorating prospects of external de-
mand (originating in markets outside the Euro zone), to which contri-
buted to recent intensification of the fall in exports of goods or services 
to Angola. Moreover, the government points to growth values 1,6% in 
2015, 2,4% in 2016 and 3,1% in 2017, but in this case it is incorporated 
the measures effect of the XXI Government Program in 2016 and 2017.

Taking into account the most recent releases of macroeconomic 
data (INE, Bank of Portugal, European Commission and ECB), it is 
important to highlight the following:

• GDP ́s components that make up the domestic demand, as a whole, record 
a recovery of about 5% in volume compared to the lows observed in 2013. 
However, showing the size of the retraction, which occurred in the years of 
foreign intervention, this performance is located still about 12% below the 
levels recorded in 2008, the highest level ever. This behavior is due to the 
growth recorded in all components, with emphasis on private consumption, 
whose annual growth expected pace is to reach 2,6% which, if occurs, it will 
only find the same result in 2004. The recovery of the disposable income 
throughout the year and the fall in the savings rate justify this course, which 
is in line with the recovery in confidence indices.

• The Gross Fixed Capital Formation (GFCF) registered a volatile behavior 
throughout the year. The aggregate behavior was influenced in part by the 
formation of stocks, which blistered the growth of the second quarter’s 
caption. Excluding the change in inventories, gross fixed capital formation 
(GFCF) decelerated throughout the year, and register a rate of annual ex-
pansion around 2,4%, lower than in 2014. On the positive side, there is the 
favorable contribution of construction investment since the beginning of 
the year, interrupting more than a decade of industry shrinking. In contrast, 
the investment in machinery and equipment continued to fall in the third 
quarter, interrupting two consecutive years of expansion.

• The year 2015 was marked by a strong exports performance. The exports of 
transport equipment, industrial and consumer goods recorded the highest 
contributions, in a year that was also marked by the resumption of refined 
fuels exports (with a contribution of 0,1%). Exports of goods increased over 
4,1% in the first 11 months of the year, year-on- year terms. The analysis by 
country of destination also reveals a significant resilience, a diversification 
efforts result, in that this good performance occurs despite the decrease of 
exports of goods to Angola, a cumulative decline in the year of 33%.

• The acceleration of the pace of imports justified the fact that the economic 
growth has been 1,5%, below the 1,8% that some entities foresaw during 
the year. Its contribution to GDP’s annual growth shall be the most negative 
since 2010. In relation to the measures at current prices, the importation of 
goods increased only 2,1% in the firsts 11 months of the year; however, ex-
cluding fuel, it appears a more significant increase in the order of 7%. Howe-
ver, imports volume is expected to have a much higher annual increase, si-
milar to the previous year (+ 7,2%), reflecting, in one hand, the recovery 
of domestic demand, and in the other the increasing import component of 
exports (mainly fuels exports, but also cars).

• The external balance in 2015 reflects the estimated positive effect of 1,3% 
GDP derived from the drop in oil prices. In fact, the bill of net imports will 
shrink by about 35%. A significant part of this portion is explained by the 
improved terms of trade due to the effect of oil prices fall, although partially 
offset by the depreciation of the euro against the USD.

• The unemployment rate trend in 2015 has shown a more favo-
rable evolution, but still very modest. A year ago, the unemploy-
ment rate reached 14%. However, the unemployment rate rea-
ched 11,9% in the third quarter, unchanged from the previous 
quarter. On average, despite the seasonality that typically involves

2.
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worst performances of this indicator in the quarters around the end of the 
year, it is anticipated that the unemployment rate remains at 11,9%. In 
2016, it is expected the trajectory of improvement to remain, although in 
a most moderate way, in line with the development trend of job creation 
and economic activity strengthening. Also worthy of mention is the forecast 
lowering the long-term unemployment rate to 7,5%, its lowest level since 
the fourth quarter of 2011, and the rise in the young unemployment rate to 
30,8%, after a minimum of 29,8% in the third quarter.

• The inflation rate returned to positive territory in 2015, and in average 
terms, it should close with, approximately, 0,5% by the end of the year. 
Nevertheless, it remains with historically low values, a fact that is partially 
justified by effects of the significant drop in oil prices in the international 
market. Taking into account the weight of the fuel component in the CPI  
basket (6,2%), the contribution to the annual inflation rate will be close of 
-0,6%, which means the inflation rate in 2015 would be around 1,1% instead 
of 0,5% estimated without the effect of the oil drop.

Importantly, the difference in the rate of prices average growth, 
in the Euro zone, which returned to positive ground, meaning 
in a higher inflation in Portugal than in the region. For 2016, it 
is anticipated the maintenance of slow ascent tendency and the 
average inflation rate to remain by 0,8% at the end of the year.

Resulting from the presented macroeconomic scenario, it appears 
that Portugal continues to register a strong structural dependen-
ce of its economy to the outside world, expressed by systematic 
trade deficits. In this context, despite the expected acceleration of 
the pace of economic growth, some challenges may arise, so it is 
important to highlight the expected risks to macroeconomic deve-
lopments in 2016, which can be synthesized in the following areas:

• It is expected a more restrained private consumption expansion, reflec-
ting the stabilization in the labor market. However, the disposable income 
is expected to increase due to several measures and income replacement 
decisions already announced and / or approved by the new Executive.

• Despite the expected increase in disposable income, the replace-
ment of the households’ savings rate is anticipated with slightly higher 
values, correcting the sharp reduction observed in 2015. This savings’

replacement also reflect a more cautious posture given the greater progress 
difficulty expected on the labor market.

• We expect a less favorable investment, more slowly compared to 2015, re-
flecting in part the effect of stock variations.

• Shy global economic growth, particularly in developed economies, and 
the unfavorable basis of comparison after one year of reasonable growth, 
suggest the possibility of a slowdown in exports, which is still expected to 
increase by about 4%. The persistence of a relatively weak currency due to 
divergent monetary policies on both sides of the Atlantic, and the competi-
tiveness gains achieved in recent years, as well as the diversification effort 
should continue to support the sales of goods and services abroad.

• Imports are expected to maintain a good pace of growth, although more 
moderate than in 2015. However, it is anticipated slowing some variables 
with high import content, including consumption of durable goods. It is re-
called that, despite the progress made, businesses and households remain 
constrained by debt levels still relatively high.

In short, the biggest risk of the Portuguese economy it’s above all in the ex-
ternal accounts and balances with the outside. Effectively, despite the pro-
gress, the international investment position (difference between financial 
assets and liabilities of a country with the rest of the world) remains in very 
unfavorable levels. In fact, Portugal registers the highest debtor external 
position among developed countries, even holding the third largest debtor 
position in the EU, after Cyprus and Greece.

It is in this context that the strategy already mentioned in 
2014 year’s Management Report, remains current and valid, 
which involves the implementation of an effective structural 
reforms’ program at an economic level, at a state and other 
public authorities level, and whose time horizon has to have 
a range of mid-term.
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Despite knowing that the construction sector is an internal and external cy-
clical factors dependent activity, ranging from confidence economic agents 
to changes in interest rates, through the government policies, the statistics 
recently released point to a less negative evolution over the past two years. 
Indeed, there were structural conditions, such as excess construction in the 
past and prices on speculative levels, which justified the correction trend.

In this context, and taking into account the information in the 
most recent “INE’s Situation Bulletin”, we can draw the following 
conclusions:

• In 2015, the construction production index decreased by 2,5% (decreased 
8,9% in 2014). The segment of Building Construction presented an annual 
average decrease of 2,6% (range 7,9% in 2014) while the Civil Engineering 
rose from a negative average growth of 10,2% in 2014, to 2,3% in 2015;

• The confidence indicator in construction and public works felt down in No-
vember and December, after reaching the highest level since the end of 2009;

• The indicator for the construction investment increased in the month of De-
cember, resuming the upward movement started in August;

• Cement sales produced in the country slowed down in December, after ac-
celerating in the previous month. In turn, sales reinforcing bars produced in 
Portugal showed a sharp upward movement between October and Decem-
ber, reversing the negative trajectory registered since April;

• The assessments of entrepreneurs in the construction sector and public 
works on the current activity of companies worsened in December, contrary 
to the recovery seen in the previous month. Similarly, the balance of opinions 
on the evolution of the order book also available until December, decreased 
in the last four months interrupting the upward trend observed since the be-
ginning of 2013;

•  Over the year 2015 the employment rate decreased by 3,2% (decrease of 
6,7% in 2014). On the other hand, the remuneration index was down 3,6% 
(decrease of 5,2% in 2014).

• A recovery of the total building permits is not yet visible. Indeed, we have 
been witnessing a gradual decrease in licenses, which are at very low levels to 
serve as a basis to a more significant recovery of the sector.

On the other hand, the recently released data by AECOPS (Association of 
Construction and Public Works and Services) confirm the trend evidenced in 
INE’s statistics. In fact, in 2015 the value of awarded public contracts fell 37% 
compared to 2014, having been below of one billion euros, and 36% for the 
period 2012-2014, the national crisis’ hardest years and which were marked 
by sharp investment’s cuts in general and public investment in particular.

The same trend was evidenced by promoted contests whose total 
value reached 1.245 million euros, 310 million less than the pre-
vious year, corresponding to a 20% homologous break. This fin-
ding reveals alarming facts and figures, among which are:

• The reduced amount of celebrated contracts;

• The absence of projects and structuring investments;

• A significant drop in transports and hydraulic’s investment;

• Fewer work owners;

• An increase in the relative weight of direct adjustments;

• An increase of competition;

• A strong reduction in the volume of employment by company.

In view of the foregoing, it can be concluded that these fac-
tors pose a threat of worsening the crisis in the sector, which 
predicts a new wave of insolvencies.
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3.1
COMMERCIAL

The year 2015, with regard to public tenders in the domestic market, in line 
with the expectations of MRG - Construction, S.A. and as verified in the pre-
vious years, it was very weak.

The market of Public Works, reflecting the fiscal policies and 
public investment, maintained a reduction trend with signi-
ficant falls in the value of contracts and works to put out to 
tender, despite the formalized number of contracts has re-
gistered a slight increase.

According to the Centre of Construction, the public work contracts laun-
ched in 2015, amounting to 1.237 billion euros, accounted for about a quar-
ter of the amount of contests promoted in 2001 and contracts effectively 
concluded, represented an investment of only 564 millions of euros. Over 
the past five years, the gap between competitions launched and effectively 
executed reaches a total value of 4,3 billion.

To the weak public investment and to awards index in general, it adds 
the competition in the sector. Indeed, one in ten public works in Portugal

is awarded by values 40% lower than the base price of the public work con-
tract, the limit of what the law sets as price abnormally low. On average, 
for the public work contracts it has been awarded a 21% price below the 

respective base price tender.

Continuing the path already begun in previous years, to re-
think its position on the market and strategic business ac-
tions development, MRG - Construction, S.A. adopted a con-
tests selection policy and opportunities that will allow the 
sustainability for the future, at the same time which provide 
profitable activity.

Therefore, in the year 2015 were presented, by the commercial department, 
32 tenders with an overall value of € 93.251,900, with the corresponding 
approximately value of awards of € 8.100,000.

3.
COMPANY ́S
ACTIVITY IN 2015

SUBMITTED TENDERS AWARDED WORKS
Tender type No. of tenders Base value Proposal Value No. Tendered Value
Public 14 41.633.823 € 38.337.500 €
Private 18 Without Base Value 54.914.403 € 4 8.100.000 €
Total 32 41.633.823 € 93.251.903 € 4 8.100.000 €
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3.2
PRODUCTION, PLANNING AND CONTROL

As in 2013 and 2014, also in 2015 remained the strong adjust-
ment that was happening in the Construction Sector.

Therefore, the works that were underway in 2014 and carried over 
for 2015 reached a production value amounted at approximately 
€ 9.957,000, described in the table below introduced:

To this volume of works in the portfolio that has passed from the 
previous year, it has been joined other works in 2015 that stand 
out in the next table:

3.
COMPANY ́S
ACTIVITY IN 2015

WORKS PRODUCTION 2015
Lar de Idosos - Fundação Beatriz Santos 48.783,23 €
Escritórios Rua Alfredo Guisado - Lisboa - Tranquilidade 15.657,71 €
Sede Associação Informática Região Centro - AIRC 130.262,58 €
Centro Materno Infantil do Norte - Porto (100%) 8.794.339,00 €
Infraestruturação Valley Park - Cartaxo 129.705,61 €
Águas Residuais Ovar / S. João / Esmoriz / Cortegaça 838.090,35 €

WORKS PRODUCTION 2015
Reabilitação de Edifício em Coimbra 155.633,38 €
Centro Escolar do Loreto - Eiras - Ampliação 279.305,49 €
Intervenções Diversas - Douro Azul 106.481,58 €
Central Fotovoltaica Concentração Malhada Velha II 220.247,07 €
Centrale Solaire de la Durance 754.984,80 €
Escola Secundária de Mem Martins 129.215,05 €
Projet d’Adduction d’Eau de la Ville de Conakry - Guinée 2.010.000,00 €
Centre de Loisirs et Services de Koléa - République Algérienne 410.003,79 €
Taupag Office - République Algérienne 230.139,21 €
Reabilitação do Hospital Central de Nampula - Moçambique 31.407,53 €
Edifício de Habitação e Escritórios na Cidade de Maputo - Moçambique 398.706,47 €
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Consequently, despite the sector ́s contraction, a value of approximately € 
14.683,000 was reached.

There has been a strong investment in the automatic and formatted ou-
tputs, with the consequent improvement of the information systems and 
the ability to act in real-time with effectiveness, thus ensuring the meeting 
of deadlines and margins and increasing departmental decision-making 
and global management capacity.

The inevitable rationalisation of human resources brought 
significant productivity gains without compromising on 
quality, which is a requirement of our Customers and it is 
MRG -Construction, S.A  ́s prerogative.

Given the constraints experienced in the domestic market, it is increasin-
gly significant looking for opportunities in Foreign Markets, particularly in 
Energy Sector. In this context, in 2015, we were awarded the Work “Centrale 
Solaire de la Durance “in France, being, however, other works in analysis in 
the commercial area.
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3.3
FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

a residual value, but it was possible by the financial capacity that the com-
pany presents.

The turnover dropped 38%, since the same is not consolidated. Analyzing 
the consolidated turnover of the company, the same it would have been € 
18.691,601, which represents a decrease of 15%, and who is justified by the 
delay in Algeria and Guinea on startup projects.

EBITDA progressed favorably, rising from 2,6% to 2,8%, indicating a reco-
very, however slight, of this indicator.

3.
COMPANY ́S
ACTIVITY IN 2015

The Net Asset lowered taking into account the decrease in the total liabili-
ties of the company, having been found with this adjustment an improve-
ment in solvency ratios.

The Equity had a positive evolution of 7%, having fixed at 3.735 million eu-
ros. The net ́s results of the exercise contributed to this improvement.

The performance of Equity coupled to the net assets’ performance, contri-
buted to an improvement in Financial Autonomy ratio, which set at 30,78%.

The net debt of the company was reduced by 27%, being fixed in € 665.247,

3.3.1  Results Analysis and Financial Statement Structure

HEADINGS 2015 2014 2013
Net Assets 12.133.030 13.133.262 15.228.442
Current Assets 6.411.941 10.063.982 11.737.016
Equity 3.735.150 3.522.331 2.008.045
Net Debt 665.247 929.984 1.676.296
Turnover 15.955.577 22.026.511 21.336.738
EBITDA 446.387 562.809 1.327.233
EBITDA/Turnover 2,80% 2,56% 6,22%
Net Debt/EBITDA 1,49 1,65 1,26
Financial Result -51.862 -90.973 -118.163
Net Profit 213.507 314.472 768.982
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3.3.2  Main Indicators

INDICATORS 2015 2014 2013
Working Capital 1,10 1,69 1,15
Liquidity - Quick ratio 1,10 1,69 1,15
Financial Autonomy 30,78% 26,82% 13,19%
Solvency (Leverage ratio) 44,47% 36,65% 15,19%
Debt-to-Equity Ratio 2,25 2,73 6,58
Asset Coverage Ratio 1,10 2,34 1,45
EBITDA 446.387 562.810 1.327.233
EBITDA/Turnover 2,80% 2,56% 6,22%
Return on Sales (ROA) 1,34% 1,43% 3,60%
Return on Assets (ROA) 3,21% 3,86% 7,52%
Return on Equity (ROE) 5,72% 8,93% 38,30%
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3.4
QUALITY, SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT

Considering the decision taken in 2013 and implemented 
as from the second quarter of the same year, concerning 
the MRG - Engineering & Solutions’s core business han-
dover to MRG - Construction, S.A., it became necessary to 
provide it with an Integrated Safety and Quality Manage-
ment System that would ensure the Quality and Security 
standards that had been developed by MRG - Engineering 
& Solutions, S.A.

Therefore, in the last quarter of 2013 the Integrated Safety and Quality 
Management System of MRG - Engineering & Solutions, S.A. was extended 
to MRG - Construction, S.A. , simplifying procedures and records methodo-
logies practices, adapting them to the real company’s management and 
showing what are really the good practices developed.

On September 22, 2014 the Company obtained the Integrated Safety and 
Quality Management System Certificate, according to the reference ISO 
9001: 2008 and OHSAS 18001:2001.

Regularly, and according to a previously elaborated plan, there are audits 
made which, besides being one of the factors ensuring the implementation 
of the Integrated Company Policy and its objectives, are also seen as an 
educational factor, allowing to sensitize all stakeholders of the importance 
of compliance, rules, procedures, legislation and other Security, Quality and 
Environment requirements.

The maintenance of the Integrated Safety and Quality Management System 
is assessed through external auditors teams through the certification body 
SGS.

The Company, through the implementation of an Integrated Safety and 
Quality Management System has the opportunity to highlight the Quality 
of service and safety of its employees, contributing to increase the custo-
mer satisfaction, access to new markets and the operating costs reduction 
in result of an improved operational performance. On the other hand, it had 
been implanted a culture of sensitization and motivation of the employees,

directed towards continued improvement in all its processes to increase the 
satisfaction of its customers and all its stakeholders.

Achieving Customer Satisfaction Rating actions as well as monitoring the re-
sults of Retained Claims are indicators of the Management System significant 
efficacy either for MRG - Engineering & Solutions S.A., as well for MRG - Cons-
truction, S.A.

3.
COMPANY ́S
ACTIVITY IN 2015
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No. ACCIDENTS WORKERS (AVERAGE) DAYS LOST MORTAL ACCIDENTS
1 58 4 0

The table below shows the 2015 values:

MRG - Construction, S.A.

• Index of Frequency = 8,84
• Index of Gravity = 35,37
• Index of Incidence = 17,12
• Index of Duration = 4,00
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3.5
HUMAN RESOURCES

The year 2015 was marked by the re-launch of a new cycle for 
the period 2015/2017.

The changes that occurred were less significant and had less impact 
in the Organization, giving the first steps towards stabilizing the Team. 
This, through the Survey of Engagement and Satisfaction Evaluation, 
expressed the lower strengths of Organizational and People Manage-
ment as well as pointed out the key areas where the Human Resources’s

strategic management would have to act.

In this regard, it was designed the Strategic Plan for Human Resources 
Development (PEDRHU), based on the Program “Be MRG” - Changing and 
Reinventing to Win.

The staff establishment plan, restricted and highly qualified, began to show 
signs of some change.

3.
COMPANY ́S
ACTIVITY IN 2015

4

Engineers
 Economists and Other

Senior Managers

Operators and Drivers
Operational Employees

Middle Managers
 Supervisors and

Team Leaders

Administrative Service Providers

TOTAL

21
19

7

4

58 62

4

2
2

9
10

9
8

5
8

4
4

No of Employees Jan - 15 No of Employees Dec - 15

 

58

62
January 2015

December 2015

Number of Employees

Professional Categories

Legend

Professional Strata

Seniors 
Officials

Other Technical 
and Operational 

Employees

Service 
Providers

Middle
Management

1129 14 8
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The development of the Strategic Plan for Human Resources Development 
and the focus on Behavioural Training sought to ingrain a new way of being 
within the organization, creating a different environment, where information 
sharing and decision will be felt and made by all.

A whole set of actions was started whose aim is to develop a 
Working Team “New Attitude”, in which all will participate, give 
their opinion, help to “Make it happen” and feel as part of the 
Organization.

There were also other actions that deserve attention, taking into account 
their objectives and the impact that we want in the Organization: smooth 
the relations between departments and improve the provision of services 
to internal and external customers; approach the top management of its 
employees and improve cross-communication making it fluid and increa-
singly informal.

In the year 2015 MRG - Construction, S.A. has also given continuity 
to other actions that are already part of its culture as:

• Internships Program (Medida-Emprego) which promotes the integration of 
new graduated searching for a Professional Internship aiming at a first step 
on their integration into the labour market.

• Partnerships with Universities and Polytechnic Institutes aiming at the inte-
gration of students who search for training scholarships.

Under the MRG Group internationalisation process (at Algeria, Mozambique, 
France and Guinea-Conakry), a Workforce of Managers and Engineers was ex-
patriated, seeking to implement MRG Group ́s management and construction 
models within the companies created with local partners.
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3.6
RELEVANT FACTS

3.
COMPANY ́S
ACTIVITY IN 2015

As part of the company’s internationalization and with the 
objective of creating a strong brand, both in the domestic 
and external market, in June 2015 the MRG - EQUIPAV, Enge-
nharia e Construção, S.A. changed its name to MRG - Cons-
truction, S.A.

• The total income of the year in Portugal amounted to € 15.955.577,00.

• The total income of the year in France amounted to € 2.736.024,00 (the 
net result of this market has been integrated through the MEP - asset equi-
valence method).

• EBITDA improved and slightly grown from 2,56% to 2,8% in Turnover.

• Net profit amounted to € 213.507,00.

• The company’s net debt at 31/12/2015 came to € 665.247,00.

In the path of the goals set in 2014, the year 2015 was marked by the streng-
thening of the company’s ability to meet the challenges facing internally and 
especially internationally.

Strengthening human assets, with capacity to embrace challenges in interna-
tional markets where the company operates, it has been the focus and conti-
nuously will be so during the year 2016.

In this context, the year 2015 was marked with the entrance on the Guinea - 
Conakry’s market that was achieved by creating a local law firm, owned 80% 
by MRG - Construction, S.A.

In the domestic market, the opening of six new works, two of which in consor-
tium, reflect the efforts towards recovery and offer good prospects for 2016.

The entry in the energy sector, particularly in the construction 
of high concentration photovoltaic plants, also marked the per-
formance of MRG – Construction, S.A. in 2015 allowing, in 2016, 
there to be a widening of the activity, not only at national level 
but also internationally.
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4.
LOOKING AHEAD
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The Vision of MRG - Construction, S.A., which is also the 
Group’s Vision, happens to be a Company which offers Global 
Solutions, focused on specific sectors with high added value 
and internationalization, which started in 2015 and will be 
enhanced in 2016.

Throughout this vision, it is possible to outline the following outlook for the 
company in the year 2016:

• Turnover growth (both national and international), supported by increa-
sed order book and the effort of internationalization;

• Improved margins in Portugal and in other locations where we are already 
operating;

• Strong commercial efforts to develop all markets where we operate;

• Analysis and study of all the opportunities that emerge;

• Development of an international organization model, based on a multina-
tional logic.

Given these forecasts, it is our perspective that the year of 
2016 will establish the beginning of a Sustainable Develop-
ment for our Company and all of its Subsidiaries.

4.
LOOKING AHEAD
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5.
RESULTS
APPROPRIATION 
PROPOSAL
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Under the legal and statutory terms, the Board of Directors propose the 
following appropriation of net profit earned in 2015 in the amount of € 
213.507,16 ( two hundred and thirteen thousand, five hundred and seven 
euros and sixteen cents), as determined in the financial statements:

• € 10.675,36 (ten thousand six hundred and seventy-five euros and thirty six 
cents) for reinforcement of the Legal Reserve.

• € 202.831,80 (two hundred and two thousand eight hundred and thirty-o-
ne euros and eighty cents) for Retained Earnings.

5.
RESULTS APPROPRIATION 
PROPOSAL
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6.
FINAL NOTE
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The Board of Directors would like to express a word of re-
cognition to our employees and thank you to all those who 
somehow cooperated with us. In particular, we thank our 
Business Partners, the Financial Institutions and the Statu-
tory Auditor who very honoured us with so cherished rela-
tionship.

We cannot also forget to thank the vote of confidence of the 
Shareholders, as well as their full support and solidarity 
towards us.

Coimbra, 04th May 2016

The Board of Directors
Rodolfo Oliveira Gouveia
João Manuel Nunes Salvador
José Eduardo Loureiro da Silva
Maurício Teixeira Marques

6.
FINAL NOTE
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7.
MANAGEMENT
REPORT ANNEX

7.1
INFORMATION UNDER NUMBER 5 OF ARTICLE 447 OF THE PORTUGUESE 
COMPANIES ACT

Members of the Board of Directors: are not shareholders of the Company,
with the exception of Rodolfo Oliveira Gouveia who holds the following:

Statutory auditor: Is not Shareholder of the Company

SHAREHOLDER NO. OF SHARES PERCENTAGE
Rodolfo Oliveira Gouveia 400.000 40,00 %
Total 400.000 40,00 %
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SHAREHOLDERS NO. OF SHARES PERCENTAGE
Fernando Manuel Rodrigues Gouveia 600.000 60,00 %
Rodolfo Oliveira Gouveia 400.000 40,00 %
Total 1.000.000 100,00 %

The shareholders of the Company are the following:

Coimbra, 04th May 2016

The Board of Directors
Rodolfo Oliveira Gouveia
João Manuel Nunes Salvador
José Eduardo Loureiro da Silva
Maurício Teixeira Marques

7.2
INFORMATION UNDER THE NUMBER 4 OF THE ARTICLE 448 OF THE PORTU-
GUESE COMPANIES ACT
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
AND ANNEX

BALANCE SHEET ON 31st DECEMBER 2015 and 2014

CAPTION NOTES 2015 2014
ASSETS
Non-Current Assets
Tangible Fixed Assets 5 868.629,47 915.771,22
Investments - Equity Method 6 500.979,57 509.256,60
Investments - Other Methods 6 51.553,10 39.041,00
Other Financial Assets 7 953.945,54 554,59
Other Accounts Receivables 11 3.345.981,54 1.604.657,10

5.721.089,22 3.069.280,51
Current Assets
Inventories 9 880,83 1.169,52
Trade Receivables (Customers) 10 3.540.664,74 1.797.192,20
Advances to suppliers 11 500,40 0,00
State and Other Public Entities 8 68.528,26 152.514,84
Other Accounts Receivable 12 2.551.028,95 7.536.993,52
Deferrals 13 18.967,15 12.509,42
Cash and Bank Deposits 4 231.370,76 563.602,28

6.411.941,09 10.063.981,78
Total Assets 12.133.030,31 13.133.262,29
EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Equity
Paid-in (Share) Capital 14 1.000.000,00 1.000.000,00
Other Equity Instruments 14 1.200.000,00 1.200.000,00
Legal Reserves 14 77.283,78 61.560,14
Retained Earnings 1.081.922,72 946.484,58
Adjustment of Shareholdings 162.435,93 -186,34

3.521.642,43 3.207.858,38
Net Income For the Fiscal Year 213.507,16 314.472,72
Total Equity 3.735.149,59 3.522.331,10
LIABILITIES
Non-Current Liabilities
Provisions 15 184.898,98 377.056,75
Loans Received 16 412.590,08 957.852,82
Other Accounts Payable 19 1.981.023,10 2.334.918,40 

2.578.512,16 3.669.827,97
Current Liabilities
Trade Payables (Suppliers) 17 3.488.702,96 3.531.413,63
State and Other Public Entities 8 179.537,18 189.108,17
Shareholders/Partners 18 620.000,00 1.070.000,00
Loans Received 16 484.027,35 535.734,33
Other Accounts Payable 19 935.063,88 614.847,09
Deferrals 13 112.037,19 0,00

5.819.368,56 5.941.103,22
Total Liabilities 8.397.880,72 9.610.931,19
Total Equity and Liabilities 12.133.030,31 13.133.262,29
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INCOME STATEMENT BY NATURE ON 2015 AND 2014

INCOME AND EXPENSES NOTES 2015 2014

Sales and Services Rendered 20 15.955.576,60 22.026.510,77
Operating Grants/Subsidies 21 5.511,66 6.082,01
Gains and Losses in Subsidiaries, Associated Companies and Joint Ventures 22 -7.588,36 163.310,94
Cost of Goods Sold and Materials Consumed 9 -818.983,41 -1.435.513,91
External Supplies and Services 23 -12.477.918,96 -18.729.257,59
Personnel Expenses 24 -2.192.521,54 -2.034.677,80
Accounts Receivables Adjustments (Losses/Reversals) 25 -271.644,50 0,00
Provisions (Increases/decreases) 15 192.157,77 -205.609,76
Other Revenues and Gains 26 142.657,87 1 180.090,56
Other Costs and Losses 27 -80.860,33 -408.125,27
Earnings Before Depreciation, Amortisation and Others 446.386,80 562.809,95
Depreciation and Amortisation Costs/Reversals 5 -56.480,38 -55.706,34
Net Operating Income 389.906,42 507.103,61
Interest and Similar Costs 28 -51.862,30 -90.973,23
Pre-Tax Profit 338.044,12 416.130,38
Corporate Income Tax 8 -124.536,96 -101.657,66
Net Income for the Year 213.507,16 314.472,72
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8.
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
AND ANNEX

CASH-FLOW STATEMENT ON 31ST DECEMBER 2015 AND 2014

2015 2014
OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Receipts from Customers 10.894.981,69 26.833.094,46
Payments to Suppliers 12.237.610,58 23.850.236,08
Payments to Staff 1.678.229,86 2.179.632,89
Flow Generated by Operations ( 3.020.858,75 )  803.225,49   
Payment/Receipt of Corporate Income Tax 303.626,01    793.855,99   
Other Receipts/Payments relative to Operating Activity  4.102.633,01   ( 1.273.123,63 ) 
Cash Flows from Operating Activities (1)  778.148,25   ( 1.263.754,13 ) 
INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Receipts from Investments - -
Tangible Fixed Assets  3.000,00   
Interest and Similar Income  3.950,12   
Other Assets  17,11    735,79   

 3.967,23    3.735,79   
Payments Relative to Investments
Financial Investments  162.382,00   
Tangible Fixed Assets  1.650,00   

 1.650,00    162.382,00   
Cash Flows from Investing Activities (2)  2.317,23   ( 158.646,21 ) 
FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Receipts from:
Loans Received  241.250,00   
Paid-in Capital and Other Equity Instruments  1.200.000,00   
Other Financial Operations  79.000,00    1.720.000,00   

 79.000,00    3.161.250,00   
Payments Relative to:
Loans Received  575.391,38    757.574,76   
Repayments of Leasing Contracts  31.287,96    31.287,96   
Interest and Similar Income  56.072,01    90.102,95   
Other Financial Operations - Shareholder Loans  529.000,00    650.000,00   

 1.191.751,35    1.528.965,67   
Cash Flows from Financing Activities (3) ( 1.112.751,35 )  1.632.284,33   
EXCHANGE RATE AFFECT ACTIVITIES
Exchange Effect Payments/Receipts
Receipts from the Exchange Differences Effect  54,35   
CASH FLOW FORM EXCHANGE RATE AFFECT ACTIVITIES  54,35 -
Variation in Cash and Cash Equivalents (5) = (1) + (2) + (3) + (4) ( 332.231,52 )  209.883,99   
Cash and Cash Equivalents at the Beginning of the Period  563.602,28    353.718,29   
Cash and Cash Equivalents at the End of the Period  231.370,76    563.602,28   
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8.
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
AND ANNEX

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY ON 2015 AND 2014

EQUITY OF SHAREHOLDERS OF THE PARENT COMPANY

PAID-IN (SHARE) 
CAPITAL

OTHER EQUITY
INSTRUMENTS LEGAL RESERVES  RETAINED EARNING FINANCIAL ASSETS

ADJUSTMENTS
NET INCOME

FOR THE YEAR TOTAL TOTAL EQUITY

2015
POSITION AT THE BEGGINING 2015 (6) 1.000.000,00 1.200.000,00 61.560,14 946.484,58 (186,34) 314.472,72 3.522.331,10 3.522.331,10 
Changes Related with the Period
First Time Adoption of New Accounting Standards - -
Changes in Accounting Policies - -
Currency Conversion Gains and Losses - -
Carrying Out of Revaluation Surplus from Tangible Fixed and Intangible 
Assets - -

Revaluation Surplus from Tangible Fixes and Intangible Assets - -
Deferred Tax Adjustments - -
Other Changes Recognised in Equity 15.723,64 135.438,14 162.622,27 (314.472,72) -688,67 -688,67
(7) -   - 15.723,64 135.438,14 162.622,27 (314.472,72) (688,67) (688,67)
Net Income for the Year (8) 213.507,16 213.507,16 213.507,16 
Comprehensive Income (9=7+8) (100.965,56) 212.818,49 212.818,49 
TRANSACTION WITH SHAREHOLDERS
Share Capital 0,00 -
Carrying Out of Share Issuance Premium - -
Dividends Distribution 0,00 0,00
Entries to Coverage of Losses - -
Other Transactions 0,00 0,00
(10) 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00   - - 0,00 0,00
Position at the End of 2014 (6+7+8+10) 1.000.000,00 1.200.000,00 77.283,78 1.081.922,72 162.435,93 213.507,16 3.735.149,59 3.735.149,59 
2014
POSITION AT THE BEGGINING 2014 (1) 270.000,00 61.560,14 907.502,14 768.982,44 2.008.044,72 2.008.044,72 
Changes Related with the Period
First Time Adoption of New Accounting Standards   - -
Changes in Accounting Policies - -
Currency Conversion Gains and Losses - -
Carrying Out of Revaluation Surplus from Tangible Fixed and Intangible 
Assets - -

Revaluation Surplus from Tangible Fixes and Intangible Assets - -
Deferred Tax Adjustments - -
Other Changes Recognised in Equity 38.982,44 (186,34) (768.982,44) (730.186,34) (730.186,34)
(2) -   - 0,00 38.982,44 (186,34) (768.982,44) (730.186,34) (730.186,34)
Net Income for the Year (3) 314.472,72 314.472,72 314.472,72 
Comprehensive Income (4=2+3) (454.509,72) (415.713,62) (415.713,62)
TRANSACTION WITH SHAREHOLDERS
Share Capital 730.000,00 730.000,00 730.000,00 
Carrying Out of Share Issuance Premium - -
Dividends Distribution -
Entries to Coverage of Losses - -
Other Transactions 1.200.000,00 1.200.000,00 1.200.000,00
(5) 730.000,00 1.200.000,00   - - - 1.930.000,00 1.930.000,00 
Position at the End of 2014 (1+2+3+50) 1.000.000,00 1.200.000,00 61.560,14 946.484,58 (186,34) 314.472,72 3.522.331,10 3.522.331,10 
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EQUITY OF SHAREHOLDERS OF THE PARENT COMPANY

PAID-IN (SHARE) 
CAPITAL

OTHER EQUITY
INSTRUMENTS LEGAL RESERVES  RETAINED EARNING FINANCIAL ASSETS

ADJUSTMENTS
NET INCOME

FOR THE YEAR TOTAL TOTAL EQUITY

2015
POSITION AT THE BEGGINING 2015 (6) 1.000.000,00 1.200.000,00 61.560,14 946.484,58 (186,34) 314.472,72 3.522.331,10 3.522.331,10 
Changes Related with the Period
First Time Adoption of New Accounting Standards - -
Changes in Accounting Policies - -
Currency Conversion Gains and Losses - -
Carrying Out of Revaluation Surplus from Tangible Fixed and Intangible 
Assets - -

Revaluation Surplus from Tangible Fixes and Intangible Assets - -
Deferred Tax Adjustments - -
Other Changes Recognised in Equity 15.723,64 135.438,14 162.622,27 (314.472,72) -688,67 -688,67
(7) -   - 15.723,64 135.438,14 162.622,27 (314.472,72) (688,67) (688,67)
Net Income for the Year (8) 213.507,16 213.507,16 213.507,16 
Comprehensive Income (9=7+8) (100.965,56) 212.818,49 212.818,49 
TRANSACTION WITH SHAREHOLDERS
Share Capital 0,00 -
Carrying Out of Share Issuance Premium - -
Dividends Distribution 0,00 0,00
Entries to Coverage of Losses - -
Other Transactions 0,00 0,00
(10) 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00   - - 0,00 0,00
Position at the End of 2014 (6+7+8+10) 1.000.000,00 1.200.000,00 77.283,78 1.081.922,72 162.435,93 213.507,16 3.735.149,59 3.735.149,59 
2014
POSITION AT THE BEGGINING 2014 (1) 270.000,00 61.560,14 907.502,14 768.982,44 2.008.044,72 2.008.044,72 
Changes Related with the Period
First Time Adoption of New Accounting Standards   - -
Changes in Accounting Policies - -
Currency Conversion Gains and Losses - -
Carrying Out of Revaluation Surplus from Tangible Fixed and Intangible 
Assets - -

Revaluation Surplus from Tangible Fixes and Intangible Assets - -
Deferred Tax Adjustments - -
Other Changes Recognised in Equity 38.982,44 (186,34) (768.982,44) (730.186,34) (730.186,34)
(2) -   - 0,00 38.982,44 (186,34) (768.982,44) (730.186,34) (730.186,34)
Net Income for the Year (3) 314.472,72 314.472,72 314.472,72 
Comprehensive Income (4=2+3) (454.509,72) (415.713,62) (415.713,62)
TRANSACTION WITH SHAREHOLDERS
Share Capital 730.000,00 730.000,00 730.000,00 
Carrying Out of Share Issuance Premium - -
Dividends Distribution -
Entries to Coverage of Losses - -
Other Transactions 1.200.000,00 1.200.000,00 1.200.000,00
(5) 730.000,00 1.200.000,00   - - - 1.930.000,00 1.930.000,00 
Position at the End of 2014 (1+2+3+50) 1.000.000,00 1.200.000,00 61.560,14 946.484,58 (186,34) 314.472,72 3.522.331,10 3.522.331,10 
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8.1

8.2

COMPANY’S PRESENTATION

ACCOUNTING STANDARDS ON THE PREPARATION OF FINAN-
CIAL STATEMENTS

Company ́s Name:
MRG - Construction, S.A.

Registered Office:
Parque Industrial da Abrunheira, Lotes 9 e 10, Vila Chã, Seia

VAT ID number (NIPC) 503 156 035

The Financial Statements were prepared in accordance with the Accounting 
Normalization System (SNC), thus containing the principles used to present 
the Financial Statements, the Financial Statements Models, the Account 
Code and the National Financial Reporting Standards (NCRF).

The National Financial Reporting Standards were adopted for the first time 
for the periods ending from 1st January 2010. Therefore, and in accordance 
with NCRF 3 - First time adoption of NCRF - the effects reported at the time 
of transition to the NRCF should be recorded.

In the preparation of the Financial Statements the following prin-
ciples were considered:

• The Going Concern Assumption
The financial statements have been prepared from the books and accoun-
ting records of the Company on a going concern basis, and in accordance 
with the accounting principles generally accepted in Portugal.

• Accrual Basis of Accounting
The Company records the income and expenses at the moment they occur, 
regardless of the receiving or payment moment. The amounts of income 
that at the end of the related period have not yet been received or settled 
are recorded as “Other Accounts Receivable”. On the other hand, the amou-
nt of expenses that, at the end of the related period have not been paid or 
settled, are recorded as “Other Accounts Payable”.

During the financial year related to these financial statements, there were 
no exceptional cases that could lead to any SNC provisions derogation.

8.2.1  Accounting Standards

8.2.2 Derogation to SNC Provisions

• Materiality and Aggregation
The items lines that are not relevant are aggregated to other items in the 
Financial Statements.

• Offsetting
Full details of the financial info were shown without expecting any compen-
sation of debt by an asset, revenue by an expense, and same.

• Comparability
The financial information and the methods adopted on 31st December 2015 
were clear and presented coherently with the ones adopted on 31st Decem-
ber 2014.
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8.3
MAIN ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Tangible assets are recorded at acquisition cost, net of the respective accu-
mulated depreciations and impairment losses.

Depreciations are calculated on a straight line consistent basis once the as-
sets are in conditions to be used.

The “Cash and Bank Deposits” item comprises the demand deposits.

Provisions are recognised when the Company has a present obligation (le-
gal or implicit) as a result of a past event provided that it is likely that an 
outflow of resources will be required to settle the obligation and the respec-
tive amount has been reliably estimated.

“Trade Payables (Suppliers)” and “Other Accounts Payable” are stated at 
their nominal value.

Loans are recorded as liabilities at their nominal value. Borrowing costs are 
recognised as an expense in the period in which they are incurred on an 
accruals basis in accordance with effective interest rate method.

Loans which are payable in less than 12 months are classified as current 
liabilities. The others are recorded as non-current liabilities.

The revenue is the value of sales and services rendered as a result of the 
normal activity of the Company.

The recognised revenue is deducted from sales returns, discounts and other 
rebates, and does not include VAT and other related taxes.

Income and costs associated with construction contracts are recorded 
using the stage of completion method.

The revenue could be measured reliably, thus recorded in accordance with 
NCRF 19.

Grants and subsidies for professional internships are recorded when the 
related expenses are recognised, regardless of the moment of receiving the 
respective amounts.

Financial Investments are recorded at acquisition cost.

The Company is subject to Corporation Tax (IRC) at the current rate of 17% up 
to EUR 15 000 of collectible profit and 23% beyond that amount. On the ta-
xable profits an additional municipal surcharge applies, plus an autonomous 
taxation on a separate set of charges and others referred to in article 88 of IRC.

Trade receivables (“Customers”) and “other receivables” are registered ini-
tially at nominal cost, adjusted for any subsequent impairment losses which 
will be charged to the income statement under “Accounts Receivables Adjust-
ments (Losses/Reversals)” - accumulated impairment losses - and thereby 
reflecting their net realisable value.

Lease contracts are recorded either as financial leases when the majority of 
the risks and advantages to own the asset are transferred to the Company or, 
if not, as operational leases.

Tangible assets acquired under financial lease contracts and the correspon-
ding liabilities are recorded in accordance with the NCRF 9 – Leases, by recor-
ding the tangible fixed asset, its accumulated depreciations as per the above 
mentioned policies, and the unsettled debts in accordance with the financial 
plan of the contract. In addition, the finance charges and the depreciation ex-
pense for depreciable assets are taken to the income statement in the period 
in which they are incurred.

Lease payments under operating lease contracts are recognised as an expen-
se on a straight line basis over the lease term, in accordance with its inherent 
obligations.

8.3.1  Tangible Assets

8.3.6  Cash and Bank Deposits

8.3.7  Provisions

8.3.8  Trade Payables (Suppliers) and Other Accounts Payable

8.3.9  Loans Received (Banks Borrowings)

8.3.10  Revenue

8.3.11  Grants and Subsidies

8.3.2  Financial Investments

8.3.3  Income Tax

8.3.5  Trade Receivables (Customers) and Other Receivables

8.3.4  Leases

The main accounting policies adopted in preparing the accom-
panying Financial Statements are as follows:
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8.4

8.5

CASH FLOWS

TANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS

The breakdown of the values recorded as Cash and Bank Deposits in the fiscal years of 2015 and 2014 was as follows:

This caption is analysed as follows:

In 2015

In 2014

CAPTION OPENING BALANCE DEBITS CREDITS CLOSING BALANCE
Cash 5.000,00 5.000,00
Demand Deposits 563.602,28 467.231,52 96.370,76
Other Bank Deposits 130.000,00 130.000,00
Total 563.602,28 135.000,00 467.231,52 231.370,76

CAPTION 2015 2014
Gross Value
Land and Natural Resources 187.872,50 187.872,50
Buildings and Other Constructions 563.617,50 563.617,50
Machinery and Related Equipment 310.823,11 309.362,93
Transport Equipment 28.158,54 26.658,54
Administrative Equipment 6.448,75 70,30

1.096.920,40 1.087.581,77

Accumulated Depreciation and Impairment
Period ́s Depreciation 56.480,38 55.706,34
Accumulated Depreciation from previous Periods 171.810,55 116.104,21
Impairment Losses of the Period 0,00 0,00
Impairment Losses of Previous Periods 0,00 0,00

228.290,93 171.810,55
868.629,47 915.771,22

CAPTION OPENING BALANCE DEBITS CREDITS CLOSING BALANCE
Cash
Demand Deposits 353.718,29 209.883,99 563.602,28
Other Bank Deposits
Total 353.718,29 209.883,99 0,00 563.602,28
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The movements in “Tangible Assets” for the years ended 31st December 2015 and 2014 were as follows:

The Company ́s tangible assets are recorded in accordance with the cost model. The Corporation depreciates tangible fixed assets on a straight-line basis, and 
begins its recognition right after starting using the assets.

CAPTION
LAND AND 

NATURAL 
RESOURCES

BUILDINGS
AND OTHER 

CONSTRUCTIONS

MACHINERY 
AND RELATED 

EQUIPMENT

TRANSPORT 
EQUIPMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE 
EQUIPMENT TOTAL

2015
Gross Value at the Beginning 187.872,50 563.617,50 309.362,93 26.658,54 70,30 1.087.581,77
Accumulated Depreciations 11.272,35 153.553,53 6.914,37 70,30 171.810,55
Balance at the Beginning of 
the period 187.872,50 552.345,15 155.809,40 19.744,17 0,00 915.771,22

Variations of the Period 0,00 -11.272,35 -37.650,63 -4.164,44 5.945,67 -47.141,75
Total Increases 1.460,18 1.500,00 6.378,45 9.338,63
Acquisitions 1.460,18 1.500,00 6.378,45 9.338,63
Total Decreases 11.272,35 39.110,81 5.664,44 432,78 56.480,38
Period ́s Depreciations 11.272,35 39.110,81 5.664,44 432,78 56.480,38
Disposals 0,00
Other Transfers
Balance at the End of the 
Period 187.872,50 541.072,80 118.158,77 15.579,73 5.945,67 868.629,47

Gross Value at the End of the 
Period 187.872,50 563.617,50 310.823,11 28.158,54 6.448,75 1.096.920,40

Accumulated Depreciations 
at the End of the Period 0,00 22.544,70 192.664,34 12.578,81 503,08 228.290,93

2014
Gross Value at the Beginning 187.872,50 563.617,50 1.109.749,65 152.000,00 70,30 2.013.309,95
Accumulated Depreciations 818.668,17 15.743,60 70,30 834.482,07
Balance at the Beginning of 
the Period 187.872,50 563.617,50 291.081,48 136.256,40 0,00 1.178.827,88

Variations of the Period -11.272,35 -135.272,08 -116.512,23 -263.056,66
Total Increases 635,80 3.658,54 4.294,34
Acquisitions 635,80 3.658,54 4.294,34
Total Decreases 11.272,35 135.907,88 120.170,77 267.351,00
Period ́s Depreciations 11.272,36 39.019,55 5.414,44 55.706,35
Disposals 96.888,33 114.756,33 211.644,66
Other Transfers
Balance at the End of the 
Period 187.872,50 552.345,15 155.809,40 19.744,17 0,00 915.771,22

Gross Value at the End of the 
Period 563.617,50 309.362,93 26.658,54 70,30 899.709,27

Accumulated Depreciations 
at the End of the Period 11.272,35 153.553,53 6.914,37 70,30 171.810,55
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8.6

8.7

INVESTMENTS (SHAREHOLDINGS)

OTHER FINANCIAL ASSETS

• INVESTMENTS - EQUITY METHOD (MEP)

• INVESTMENTS - COST METHOD

In this item the company recognises the amounts related to the Compensation Fund (Fundo de Compensação do Trabalho - FCT and FGCT) which ensures up to 50% 
of the compensation owed for terminating the contract of employment for the workers hired since 1st October 2013.

INVESTMENTS (MEP) INITIAL VALUE
NET INCOME

VARIATION FOR
THE YEAR

OTHER VARIATIONS FINAL VALUE

MRG, S.P.A. 241.542,87 -121.014,87 120.528,00
MRG - Construction, S.A.R.L. 267.713,73 113.426,51 -688,67 380.451,57
Total 509.256,60 -7.588,36 -688,67 500.979,57

INVESTMENTS IN OTHER COMPANIES VALUE
SPGM - Sociedade de Investimentos, S.A. 7.500,00
Associação Plataforma para a Construção Sustentável 1.000,00
Luz do Mondego, S.A. 1,00
Norgarante - Sociedade de Garantia Mútua, S.A. 16.680,00
Garval - Sociedade de Garantia Mútua, S.A. 6.680,00
Lisgarante - Sociedade de Garantia Mútua, S.A. 6.680,00
MRG - Construction, S.A. (Guinée Conakry) 13.012,10
Total Investments 51.553,10
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8.8
INCOME TAXES AND CONTRIBUTIONS

• THIS ITEM IS BROKEN DOWN AS FOLLOWS

• OTHER TAXES AND CONTRIBUTIONS DISCLOSURES

CAPTION DEBT BALANCE 2015 CREDIT BALANCE 2015 DEBT BALANCE 2014 CREDIT BALANCE 2014
Normal Payments 62.503,00 247.860,00
Third Parties Withholding Taxes 987,53 6.312,50
Estimated Income Taxes 124.536,96 101.657,66
Withholding Taxes 52.073,20 35.699,39
VAT Payable 103.920,15
VAT Receivable 3.528,26
VAT Refunds Claimed 65.000,00
Social Security Contributions 66.202,81 48.496,76
Local Taxes (Municipal Property Tax - IMI) 930,45
Other Taxes (FCT and FGCT) 214,74 61,42
Total 132.018,79 243.027,71 254.172,50 290.765,83

CAPTION 2015 2014
Pre-Tax Profit 338.906,42 416.130,38 
Current Tax (a) 124.536,96 101.657,66 
Deferred Tax
Corporate Income Tax 124.536,96 101.657,66 
Autonomous Taxation 32.776,67 26.511,44 

CAPTION 2015 2014
ASSETS
Income Taxes 152.514,84
Value Added Tax (“VAT”) Receivable 3.528,26
VAT Refunds Claimed 65.000,00

68.528,26 152.514,84
LIABILITIES
Income Tax 61.046,43
Income Tax Withholding 52.073,20 35.699,39
VAT Payable 0,00 103.920,15
Social Security Contributions 66.202,81 48.496,76
Local Taxes (Municipal Property Tax-IMI) 0,00 930,45
Other Taxes (FCT and FGCT) 214,74 61,42

179.537,18 189.108,17
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8.9

8.10

INVENTORIES

TRADE RECEIVABLES (CUSTOMERS)

• Cost of Goods Sold and Materials Consumed (CGSMC)

The breakdown of the “Customers” account is as follows:

In 2015

In 2014

CAPTION GOODS RAW MATERIALS TOTAL PERIOD
Aggregation of CGSMC
Initial Inventories
Purchases 818.983,41 818.983,41
Reclassification of Inventories
Final Inventories
CGSMC 818.983,41 818.983,41
Payments on Account 880,83 880,83

CAPTION GOODS RAW MATERIALS TOTAL PERIOD
Aggregation of CGSMC
Initial Inventories
Purchases 3.906,42 1.431.607,49 1.435.513,91
Reclassification of Inventories
Final Inventories
CGSMC 3.906,42 1.431.607,49 1.435.513,91
Payments on Account 1.169,52 1.169,52

CAPTION 2015 2014
General Customers 3.313.228,11 1.299.903,12
Withholding Customers 227.436,63 497.289,08
Doubtful Customers 82.745,04 76.438,47

3.623.409,78 1.873.630,67
Impairment Losses of the Period 14.300,56
Reversal of Impairment Losses -7.993,99
Impairment Losses of Previous Periods 76.438,47 76.438,47

82.745,04 76.438,47
3.540.664,74 1.797.192,20
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8.11

8.12

ADVANCES TO SUPPLIERS

OTHER ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLES

The breakdown of the “Advances to Suppliers” item is as follows:

The breakdown of the “Other Accounts Receivables” item is as follows:

CAPTION 2015 2014
Advances to Suppliers
Various Suppliers 500,40

500,40 0,00

CAPTION 2015 2014
Non-Current
Other Debtors

Related Parties - MRG 3.269.576,38 1.386.730,34
Other Debtors 76.405,16 217.926,76

3.345.981,54 1.604.657,10
Current
Suppliers - Current Account 50.467,96 4.680,84
Suppliers of Capital Goods 0,00 2.710,62
Accrued Income 1.432.071,16 2.398.923,30
Other Debtors 267.481,58
Sundry Debtors (Moratorium Interest-MRG) 431.223,13 335.611,26
Sundry Debtors (Rentals-MRG) 0,00 1.500,00
Related Parties - MRG 500.838,09 4.677.957,74
Suppliers Debtor Balance 58.766,84 114.708,06
Staff 73.540,90
Suppliers Collateral 1.977,22 901,70
Impairment Losses -265.337,93 901,70

2.551.028,95 7.537.895,22
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CAPTION 2015 2014
ASSETS
Expenses to be Recognised

Insurances 18.967,15 12.509,42
18.967,15 12.509,42

LIABILITIES
Income to be Recognised

Stage of Completion % 112.037,19
112.037,19 0,00

8.
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
AND ANNEX

8.13

8.14

8.15

DEFERRALS

EQUITY INSTRUMENTS

PROVISIONS

The breakdown of the “Deferrals” item is as follows:

SHARE CAPITAL

The breakdown of the “Provisions” item is as follows:

LEGAL RESERVES

OTHER EQUITY INSTRUMENTS

The share capital of the Company amounted to EUR 1 000 000.00, represented by 1 000 000 shares with a par value of EUR 1.00 each, subscribed and fully paid 
up by 31st December 2015.

In accordance with Article 295 of Código das Sociedades Comerciais and the Company’s Articles of Association, the legal reserve must be increased by a mini-
mum of 5% of the annual profit until it reaches 20% of the company’s share capital. This reserve can only be used to cover losses or to increase share capital.

The company holds the value of €1.200.000 on additional capital contributions.

 INITIAL BALANCE INCREASES REVERSALS  FINAL BALANCE 
Customer Guarantees 138.742,62 95.499,82 69.730,83 164.511,61
Litigations 20.387,37 20.387,37
Provisions for Other Risks and Charges 217.926,76 217.926,76 0,00

377.056,75 95.499,82 287.657,59 184.898,98
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8.16

8.17

LOANS RECEIVED

TRADE PAYABLES (SUPPLIERS)

The breakdown of the “Loans Received” item is as follows:

The breakdown of the “Suppliers” item is as follows:

CAPTION 2015 2014
NON-CURRENT
Credit Institutions and Financial Companies

Bank Loans 368.686,84 830.050,52
Finance Leases 43.903,24 66.552,42

Shareholders Loans 61.250,00
412.590,08 957.852,94

CURRENT
Credit Institutions and Financial Companies

Bank Loans 461.363,74 514.141,44
Finance Leases 22.663,61 21.592,77
Factoring

484.027,35 535.734,21

CAPTION 2015 2014
Suppliers - Current Account
General Suppliers 2.959.047,53 2.200.114,70
Suppliers Securities Payable 45.177,93
Withholdings Suppliers 70.618,62
Confirming (Reverse Factoring) 254.229,59 544.589,00
Factoring Suppliers 159.629,29 786.709,93

3.488.702,96 3.531.413,63
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CAPTION 2015 2014
Shareholders/Partners
Eng. Fernando Gouveia 620.000,00 1.070.000,00

620.000,00 1.070.000,00

CAPTION 2015 2014
NON-CURRENT
Withholding Suppliers 1.614.923,55 1.726.251,73
Fixed Assets Suppliers 0,00 461.666,67
Share Capital Increases Not Yet Paid 183.750,00 147.000,00
Expense Accruals

Personnel Costs 182.349,55
1.981.023,10 2.334.918,40

CURRENT
Fixed Assets Suppliers 13.012,10 230.833,33
Expense Accruals

Personnel Costs 218.914,59 315.348,75
Interest Payable 6.345,00 10.554,71
Shop at Reception 679.486,32 0,00
Property Tax (“IMI”) 930,45

Share Capital Increases Not Yet Paid 0,70 36.750,70
Other Accounts Payable 342,27 11.155,58
Personnel 16.032,45 10.204,02

935.063,88 614.847,09

8.
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
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8.18

8.19

SHAREHOLDERS/PARTNERS

OTHER ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

The breakdown of the “Shareholders/Partners” caption is as follows:

The breakdown of the “Other Accounts Payable” item is as follows:
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8.20

8.21

8.22

REVENUE

OPERATING GRANTS/SUBSIDIES

GAINS AND LOSSES IN SUBSIDIARIES, ASSOCIATED COMPANIES AND JOINT 
VENTURES

The Revenue recorded for the periods ended on 31st December 2015 and 2014 it is broken down as follows:

The Subsidies to cover the expenses with the professional internships were recorded within this item.

The “Gains and Losses in Subsidiaries, Associated Companies and Joint Ventures” recorded for the periods ended on 31st December 
2015 and 2014 it is broken down as follows:

CAPTION 2015 2014
Sales 61.514,67 81.942,10
Services Rendered 15.894.061,93 21.944.568,67
Total 15.955.576,60 22.026.510,77

CAPTION 2015 2014
Operating Subsidies

IEFP Support (Internships) 5.511,66 6.082,01
Total 5.511,66 6.082,01

CAPTION 2015 2014
MRG, S.P.A. -121.014,87 -3.457,13
MRG - Construction, S.A. 113.426,51 166.768,07
Total -7.588,36 163.310,94
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CAPTION 2015 2014
Subcontracts 10.874.018,59 17.267.388,07
Specialised Services 882.767,06 665.394,46
Specialised Works 550.222,11 295.282,98
Advertising and Publicity 25.611,73 16.873,53
Vigilance and Security 16.886,08 74.384,26
Fees 225.169,31 192.443,84
Maintenance and Repairs 18.561,86 38.174,51
Other Specialized Services 46.315,97 48.235,34
Materials 51.511,42 22.937,30
Rapid Wear Tools 17.035,78 6.244,84
Accounting Books and Technical Documentation 8.624,03 12.543,45
Consumables 11.488,02 3.916,74
Offers 14.363,59 232,27
Energy and Fluids 27.513,91 110.931,97
Electricity 427,51 12.198,05
Combustibles 26.717,98 94.918,09
Water 368,42 3.815,83
Transport, Travel, and Lodging 516.022,32 479.455,60
Travel and Lodging 515.902,32 477.382,85
Goods Transport 120,00 2.072,75
Other Services 126.085,66 183.150,19
Rents and Leases 83.164,28 147.414,70
Communications 2.775,30 2.167,76
Insurances 16.558,90 17.436,42
Legal and Advisory Fees 2.919,34 2.991,80
Representation Expenses 10.773,52 2.980,21
Cleaning Up Services 9.766,02 9.625,43
Other Supplies and Services 128,30 533,87
Total 12.477.918,96 18.729.257,59

8.
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
AND ANNEX

8.23
EXTERNAL SUPPLIES AND SERVICES

As at 31st December 2015 and 2014, “External Supplies and Services” breakdown is as follows:
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8.24

8.25

PERSONNEL COSTS

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLES ADJUSTMENTS (LOSSES/REVERSALS)

As at 31st December 2015 and 2014, “Personnel costs” breakdown is as follows:

During the fiscal year of 2015, the average number of Personnel was 58.

This item is analysed as follows:

CAPTION 2015 2014
Management Remuneration 218.304,47
Personnel Remunerations 1.478.949,35 1.559.888,83
Severance Payments 52.992,93 39.332,62
Charges on Remuneration

Social Security Charges 336.934,04 354.428,64
FGCT Charges 145,24 95,92

Insurance Against Accidents at Work and Occupational Diseases 24.659,35 30.063,83
Other Personnel Costs 80.536,16 50.867,96
Total 2.192.521,54 2.034.677,80

CAPTION 2015 2014
Impairment Losses 279.638,49

Customers 14.300,56
Other Debtors 265.337,93

Reversals of Impairment Losses 7.993,99
Total 271.644,50 0,00
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CAPTION 2015 2014
Additional Revenue

Rental Equipment 0,00 600,00
Reimbursement of Expenses 29.206,97 337.190,99
Other Incomes from Works 10.000,00

Obtained Discounts 2.499,43 20.935,22
Gains on Financial Assets 54,41 4,59
Tangible Assets Disposals 0,00 452.318,50
Compensations per Accidents 0,00 350,00
Property Rentals 0,00 20.000,00
Other Revenues 2,83 13.080,00
Interest Gains - Other Funding Granted 100.894,23 335.611,26
Total 142.657,87 1.180.090,56

CAPTION 2015 2014
Taxes 48.227,45 108.263,13
Discounts Granted 4.141,14
Losses from Participations 1.500,00
Fixed Assets Disposals 0,00 2.989,58
Donations 3.075,00 0,00
Dues 3.340,00 454,80
Taxation Estimates Insufficiency 165,71
Works Transfer Fees 0,00 292.547,84
Others 20.411,03 3.869,92
Total 80.860,33 408.125,27

8.
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
AND ANNEX

8.26

8.27

OTHER REVENUES AND GAINS

OTHER COSTS AND LOSSES

As at 31st December 2015 and 2014, “Other revenues and gains” breakdown is as follows:

As at 31st December 2015 and 2014, “Other costs and losses” breakdown is as follows:
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8.28
INTERESTS AND SIMILAR COSTS

As at 31st December 2015 and 2014, “Interests and similar costs” breakdown is as follows:

CAPTION 2015 2014
Interests and Similar Costs 51.862,30 90.973,23
Total 51.862,30 90.973,23
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8.30
OTHER DISCLOSURES – ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

The entered numbers in the balance sheet correspond to the numbering of the Annex, with the exception of the initial cardinal “8”.

STATUTORY AUDITOR ́S FEES

GOVERNMENT

SOCIAL SECURITY

The total fees charged by the Statutory Auditor during the fiscal year of 2015 amounted to EUR 7.800.00.

The Board of Directors informs that the Company has no overdue debts to the Government, in accordance with Decree-Law 534/80 of 7th November.

Under the terms of no. 1 of Article 210 Decree-Law no. 110/2009, of 16th September, the Company declares that is not liable to pay any overdue contributions 
to Social Security.

8.29
DISCLOSURES REQUIRED BY LAW
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